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Emergency/Crisis
Management capability :
A MORAL, FINANCIAL,
SOCIAL AND POLITICAL
OBLIGATION
Emergency preparedness, crisis management and communication
are not
\trendy\, it is an impérative for organizations that hâve stakes, whether
in terrns of image, réputation,

production,

or political,

économie or social

responsibility
in the broad sense.
Any organization may, at some point in time, find itself
of an incident that has gone wrong, or even destabilized,
impacted by a disaster of any kind.
Economie studies hâve shown that the organizations

as a resuit
or more directly

that lost the least

value as a resuit of a crisis were the ones that had prepared, managed, and
rebounded from an event they had potentially anticipated.
BY CHRISTIAN SOMMADE
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aredness is therefore
state of mind, but it is
also an overall
compétence of the
organisation and
therefore shared those
compétences within the
staff.

simulation

exercise requires

a realistic

at least a full day, the beat isto

duration,

play over a day

and night, because surprises, fatigue and stress
management
difficultés
most often occur over
long exercises.

BUT PREPAREDNESS:
WHAT DOES THAT MEAN?
Above ail, it is a state of mind, which
accidentai or even catastrophe
and managed by the organization,
These
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hours
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given
through
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At the end of this work, an audit
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can be written to make
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of conventional
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above
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management

of serious
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the stakes are higher.

PREPAREDNESS AND TRAINING
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or Crisis
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EMERGENCY/CRISIS
TOOLS
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that

is to train

situations.

the old adage

the exception

Most
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to deal with difficult

is not a natural

in the academie world, with
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two

everythingisfme...
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worthy of the name.
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EMERGENCIES AND CRISIS
ARE AROUND THE CORNER
IN ANY CASE,
DIGITAL TOOLS
WILL BE NEEDED:
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Optimal crisis and post-crisis
management are required.
Without this optimized
management, the loss in value
can be dramatic.
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